
* Walt: Create a weave pattern from paper 
S2S:
I can work neatly
I can work accurately
I know what the ‘warp and ‘weft’ are in paper 
weaving



Vocabulary

*Weave

*Warp

*Weft

*Natural

*Synthetic



*Colour and pattern are at the heart of Ann Roth’s weavings. 
Long fascinated with fabrics and textile structures, she also 
observes repeated shapes and rhythms in the world around 
her. Rag rugs, quilts, historic textiles from many cultures and 
a fascination with transparencies provide inspiration for her 
work.

Discuss 

these 

patterns, 

what do 

you think 

they 

could be 

used for?

How do 

you think 

they were 

created?



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sOmYCURzd7Y

*

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sOmYCURzd7Y


Paper weaving can be completed with any type of 
paper.



*What you need: 

*1. Warp
2. Weft

3. Scissors

4. Glue (Pritt Stick)



*1. Carefully fold the warp sheet in half making 

sure the lines are on the outside and cut down 

each vertical line. 



*2. Cut the strips of weft.



*3. Unfold the warp and weave the weft in.



*4. Cut 2 fresh strips of weft from a new piece of 

paper.



*5. Glue the 2 strips of weft as shown.



*6. Fold back and glue all the overhanging bits of weft 

onto the new vertical strips. Make sure your folds are 

neat.



*7. Turn over your weaving. This is the side you look at –

with no lines visible and all the overhanging pieces of 

weft glued behind.



*Ideas for advanced weavers:

*1. Use more than one colour for the weft. 



*2. Use narrower strips.



*3. Use a mixture of thin and thick strips of weft.



*4. Experiment with curved strands of weft.



*Ideas for the finished weaving:

*1. Laminate and use as place mats.

*2. Make a lantern.



*3. Football themed weaving.



*4. Designer handbag!



*5. Some children, often boys, like to make arm guards.



*6. Make a hat.



*7. Make a chessboard.


